Reed Beverstock is taking the lead on operating our new 3-D printer. His experience with William & Mary’s remote-controlled quadcopter used by the Physics Department has helped him tackle the modeling requirements of the 3-D printer.

Bobby Batten and John Companion from Medsci Technologies stopped by the lab before heading to a meeting with Amy and Brandt to discuss the fabrication of an electrical board to support their new ultrasound equipment.
Devin Pugh-Thomas from NASA Langley Research Center was visiting the ARC and Amy provided a tour of our lab. Dr. Pugh-Thomas is a scientist in the Laser Remote Sensing Branch.

Nick assisted Old Dominion University graduate students Derek Demuth and Abdullah Al Mamun analyze nanotubes using the Hirox microscope.

Amy also lead the tour for Michael Ervin from Integrated Technologies and Larry Leung from Oxford Instruments who were escorted to the lab by Xin Zhao.